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We all know that Orissa and Chattisgarh states filed objections against Polavaram 

dam as few areas are going to submerge in the project.  One may easily get why do 

the other states are concerned about dam, though the loss is comparatively low 

than Andhra Pradesh.  Some say that it is because the villages threatened of 

submergence in these states are inhabited by tribals and the affected region is 

scheduled area governed by special laws of tribal self rule. Some say that these 

states are concerned of the people and their land that’s going to be submerged 

while others explain that these states have strong committed people’s forums or 

movements.  Whatever may be the reason, Andhra Pradesh, especially large tract 

of agency area in Khammam district of Telangana is going to lose great ecological 

wealth and tribal population  que like Koya and Konda Reddis (the latter a 

primitive tribal group). Here no political party is interested to save these tribals, 

Injustice in every phase in Polavaram Dam project R&R policy 

Polavaram is a most devastating project ever in India in the name of development.  

It is very unfortunate that such kind of perverted, mindless projects are tabled in 

the parliament and our Andhra Pradesh Govt is supporting through and through.  

One will wonder why such heinous project is encouraged even after the 

professional, intellectual people are raising many objections regarding its design , 

utilities etc.  Once again we are proving that, at the selfish interest of some cost of 

some political parties and persons, we can forgo, sacrifice our culture, ethnicity 

and nature.  

Recently we have seen the verdict of central Govt withdrawing the Sandals 

Vedanta you a que re ref Many people worked very hard to bring down the power 

politics.  This gives an inspiration that if we all can work strategically, we can also 

win in Polavaram case.   
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whenever there is an occasion some political leader just mentions about the 

injustice and forgets about it.  There is no serious effort to save the place or the 

rivers or the people.  There is a small section in Andhra Pradesh, which is resisting 

the dam since a long time. But this voice is not visible in a big way because the 

mainstream political parties are comfortable with the dam that is all disaster and 

only profits to the contractors. The forces resisting the dam have limited impact on 

the State or the tribals who are going to lose their identity as there is no support 

form, all political parties in the state. 

.   

Sociologically and anthropologically speaking, a geographical area is very 

important for any race, community to develop their culture as  

their life revolves around the topography, the local food, water and beliefs around 

nature.  Especially forest areas have different stories to share; the people who are 

living in forest cannot be separated. It is unethical to think of creating values and 

beliefs over night that too by others. 

Even if we think that money can bring everything is another myth or hypocrisy in 

this world.  We have travelled all the places in the Badrachalam area to see what 

the helpless tribal’s are thinking about the giant dam.   

It’s very heart breaking and sad to see the ‘fear’, ‘confusion’ questions in the eyes 

of tribals.  Many do not know what is happening to their lives, they do not even 

know why they are asked to leave for somebody else’s prosperity.  They is also a 

disbelief, sense of fraud or dishonesty, lack of confidence among parties and forum 

in many.  Some of them said that, state did not spare anyone who raised voice 

against it, they were brutally killed in the name of naxalites.  Some parties came 
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with them and suddenly they kept quite. Tribal organizations are also in confusion, 

they do not know whom to believe or not.  Some are still trying to educate and 

motivate them but time and resources are not permitting to build a movement.  

Since the areas is sensitive, every move of a person is traced and identified by 

Police and they do not have patience now to face all the violence. 

Bubamma, a women activist from V.R. Puram Mandal, who worked on several 

issues of tribals says that, they are totally disappointed with the government’s 

attitude.  Many tribals are innocent and they do not know where to go and how 

much money they get for the loss of land, house, animals and livelihoods.  Some 

officers do come and say that whatever they get is final. Some women are called to 

banks and give before they realize what it is? The insurance companies are 

snatching away the money from tribals. Officials allow the loot by insurance 

agencies and sometimes bogus agencies with the pretext that tribal’s cannot handle 

the money.  

One college student says that they have never seen such huge cars in their villages, 

the insurance companies are rallying for people and cheques they are wondering 

how the insurance agencieare aware of the cheque distribution programme much 

before the tribals are informed of it in the village.  .  Many were dragged into the 

trap of insurance companies and crying that neither they have money or anything 

for them now, no one is clear about where to go and live. 

Turram Veeraiah Dora, a local Koya activist says that in each village only one 

fourth  of the people are identified and cheques are issued. However, the local 

officers are telling that all the villagers have already got the compensation.  Many 

were upset with this process but do not know the ways to find out the solution. 
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The most interest thing to observe is the first one to get compensation under R & R 

policy was non locals, non tribals.  They got money for even ‘cent’ land at the 

same time tribals were told that they only get money if they have above 6 acres of 

land.  Most of the tribals do not have such big land, many of them are having small 

land holdings.  They say that Govt will show the land up to 3 acres somewhere 

else, no one knows, where that divine land would be.  And many tribals were 

misguided that if they do joint registration their land will be more than 6 acres and 

they will get some money.  One lac 30 thousand is fixed per acre.  Again poor 

tribals are investing money to re register their land as joint property.  Once again, 

some middle men are getting huge benefits in this entire process. 

Some tribals are asked to leave their lands and some are denied crop loans in the 

local banks as any time they can ask to vacate.  This process is going on for the last 

four years.  Some already finding ways to leave the land, and many are waiting that 

someone will come and save their lives. Some tribal activists are filing Forest 

rights and giving some hope but it’s not covered by any of our media.   

The loopholes here are the politics within tribal groups.  Outside forces are 

seriously working to break the unity by giving perks and promising many other 

things.  Strong activists, committed people like Balagopal tried to build the 

movements but it remained as the sour grape, unrealized dream. Polavaram 

project Vyathireka Ikya Sanghatana formed and worked for some time, due to 

financial constraints and man power, it didn’t move forward. Groups and forums 

are unwilling to join hands with others, reasons may be plenty but we can’t think 

of movements without involving huge sections of people and take their support.  

Political parties are divided along regional lines, some say that Andhra region will 
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not survive without the water from Godavari.  Though, activists from both the 

sides are seriously working to save both places.   

Finally, there is a great responsibility on all of us, civil society to stand with the 

tribal people, save the historical place and precious forest.  It’s time to keep our 

personal interests aside and come together with several plans and strategies to 

bring pressure on A.P government to withdraw such disastrous dam in the name of 

development and save the lives.   
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